
Dolcevita Cashmere Presents World Renowned Maestro Fausto
Minestrini During Art Basel
Maestro Fausto Minestrini will discuss and present his art and the launch of his collaboration with Dolcevita Cashmere called
"Dressed By Art".

Dolcevita Cashmere introduces their Collaboration with World renowned artist Maestro Minestrini and unveils their cashmere bedding and
home collection for Art Basel where they transform their Design District store into a gallery. They will host an evening to meet the famed artist
and show his original works used in their collaboration for a rare opportunity where art collectors can obtain his originals without having to
travel to Italy.

Dolcevita Cashmere has been taking the fashion world by storm with Veronica Zorzi’s innovative designs and revolutionizing the way the
fashion industry views cashmere. Their repeated features in Vogue, InStyle and MarieClaire speak loudly of their recent lines and use of
cashmere. Throughout history Cashmere has been venerated as one of the most luxurious fibers in the world but has been neglected in the
fashion world and reserved for coats, sweaters and scarves. Veronica Zorzi has a new vision and Dolcevita has new blends that demands the
attention of the fashion world as it shows us just how far they can take Cashmere.

This collaboration with Maestro Minestrini will bring together the luxury of cashmere and art to launch their new line “Dressed By Art”. You can
now make your bed the masterpiece of your room and bask in luxury until you softly fall asleep in cashmere linens. Maestro Fausto Minestrini
has long been known for incorporating ancient relics lost in deep waters, iron surfaces and gold diaphragms discovered in distant
archeological sites into his art. His use of ancient relics in his work makes his art so much more than just oils and canvas, it inspires feelings
and interest like no other art can. The Maestros pieces selected for this collaboration are some of his most emotionally provocative
expressions in an effort to transmit that same energy into your bedroom.

The launching event will be a unique opportunity to meet Maestro Minestrini directly from Italy for this limited engagement where the Dolcevita
Cashmere store will be transformed into a gallery featuring original pieces used in their collaboration. Sponsored cocktails fit for a king will be
provided by Spirit of the Tsars Golden Vodka December 5, 2013 from 6-9pm at 51 NE 40th Street Miami FL 33137.
Info@dolcevitacashmere.com

For more information visit www.dolcevitacashmere.com and www.minestrini.com
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